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♦

Posted by Mutango,
Windhoek

Hidipo Hamutenya of RDP in a
speech delivered at a copycat electoral college held in Windhoek recently called on “our friends in the
media”, the human rights organization and the churches to stand together with RDP in rejecting “violence” this is a reference to SWAPO
Party. This call did not leave much
to the imagination because it is clear
that Briggite Weidlich and Jonathan
Cobra formerly at the late Hans
Smitie’s Windhoek Observer are
Hidipo Hamutenya’s representative
leading friends in the media. On his
part Phil yaNangoloh is the representative No.1 in the human rights
organization. Dr. Abisai Sheejavali
is Hidipo Hamutenya’s representative in the churches. Cde Mekondjo
Megameno is right to say that in
the entire 72 List there only Two
Caprivians, Zero Tswana, Two
Namas, Zero Kavangos, Zero
Himbas, yet Briggite Weidlich,
Jonathan Cobra and Phil
yaNangoloh RDP list is inclusive.
This is proof that The Namibian
newspaper in providing platform
for Briggite Weidlich and Jonathan
Cobra it is siding openly with RDP.
♦
Posted by Michael
Dear Comarde I was amuzed
thought not suprised by RADOPA
Project Administrator: Mr.
Hamutenya asking for their friends
to support them during the elections
campaign at the end of their socalled electoral college last weekend. Their friends are apparently the
medias and human rights
organisations. Simply put, the
namibian (represented by Cobra &
Lister) and NSHR (represented by
ya nangoloh and his cohorts). my
questions since when do media and
Hr organisation part take in political campaign? this is just confirming my believe and that of many
that NSHR and the Namibian are
de facto RDP wings, just like the

Posted by Comrade
Adolf
Thank you SWAPO-comrades for
showing what great fighters for
freedom of speech and the right to
different opinions you are!

in the secret handouts by the army,
alongside many guys from
Transvaal, you know it is true. Your
current actions are desperate
moves, when we moved in the line
of business you were still fascinated by the military career. Now
who do you want to blame.

♦

♦

youth and women wings.
♦

Posted by Cde. B T
Nalie
This defactors will die frustrated
wracks of their former selves, including imperialists from “the
Namibian Newspaper” and the
“Human rights provocaters” of Ya
nongolos. Why? Simply because us
SWAPO are on another level and
they cannot take it. The SWAPO
family is pumping and the imperialists can feel the vibe. Viva
Tatekulu Founding father, Viva
Comrade President Pohamba and
Viiiiva SWAPO family!!!

♦

Posted by
omukwaita yokokongo
Can some one pls CHASE globler
the SNAKE out of Namibia pls.

♦

Posted by koevoet
hater
mr gobler u r a snake,i min
it.....challege me on this
♦
Posted by Paul
Gobler or what ever his name is saw
it fitting his agenda to call Governor Cde. Usko Nghaamwa as
Omusati governor, that is what his
investigative journalism gave
him.That one line rendered his
whole article a piece of rubbish,
merely meant to divide the
namibian people as he did with his
bosses from old Pretoria. Gobler
you are such a desperate looser.
♦
Posted by Swanepol
(Walvisbay)
Shame on you John, how can you
use your education in RSA as an
excuse for your brief absence then,
I know you well, we were being
trained along side other conscripts

Posted by Cde
Mekondjo Megameno
The radopa LITMUS TEST over
the weekend brought a lot of disappointments for many. A true reflection of tribal politicking, in my
view. Up to 72 only 2 Caprivian, 0
Tswana, 2 Namas, 0 Kavango, 0
Himba, 0 and a lot of the Ha.....
surnames. Now as usual hidipico
used many, knowing very well he
can only get a maximum of 7seats.
The libbolies, Kanimmmes,
Mbanguls,
Amupolo_vas,
Mangnuus van der Bees,
Hendjalao,
hinamuami,
ksukunguShapu, Festusshanahole,
maleagiilongee, Shailemu and others are wat one can call used and
reused materias tht could not make
it from the litmus test. What now
fo them? Interesting enough is
MikaelKavekuturua and the role
he played in the transnamib saga
as well as his relationship to hellmoet van Oggend. Mnr van
Oggend, it says a lot about you,
LammeckMr,hidipico, toskanini
and transnamib. Here Cde
Pohamba, i plead with you to never
bring back this mca man in parliament, not even thru the last 6names
of backbenchers. Thelectoral college was clear on its message and
his mca, namibtrans toscanini collaborations says a lot as for
johannes grond_LOL_bbler esiku
ta li ya shito uuna eke lya Kalunga
ta li zipo pungoye ndee Satana ta
kulupilepo... SWAPO UNITED,
SWAPO Victorious, NOW HARD
WORK...

♦

Posted by Cde. C Nd
Nambahu
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By Asser Ntinda
The count-down has started. Opposition parties, or what SWAPO Party Secretary for Information and Mobilization, Cde Jerry Ekandjo, does not want to call political parties but “associations of frustrated and disgruntled people,” have started putting together their Parliamentary list
of 72. It is a tall order. For, many of these political parties will not be there after the November
Presidential and National Assembly elections. Their efforts are futile and will not bear any fruits
whatsoever. Of all the opposition parties, the most hopeful one is the Rally for Democracy and
Progress, RDP.
Where such high hopes stem from defies logic and understanding. None, the English say, are as
blind as those that will not see. RDP unveiled its list of the people it “chooses” to send to the
National Assembly list last weekend. It is a loaded one that saw new faces shooting up right at the
top while old ones have been pushed down the bottom of the list, raising suspicions and questions
about the credibility of what really transpired at the RDP’s Electoral College last weekend.
Announcing the list to the media, RDP President, Hidipo Hamutenya, said: “We seek to shame
those who have tried to characterize the RDP as a Kwanyama party…” And sure enough, topping the list of those who were “elected,” was Anton von Wietersheim, who got “215 votes!”
Shapwa Kaukungwa, Festus Naholo, Fillemon Kanime, Canner Kalimba and Nghiningiluandubo
Kashume, who did all the donkey work to midwife RDP, have been pushed out to make way for
the Von Wietersheims of this world. Many of them have already started murmuring and muttering that “things did not go the way they should go.” There are possibilities of defections, too, soon.
Whether the list was doctored and altered to produce Von Wietersheim as number one “to
shame those who have tried to characterize the RDP as a Kwanyama party,” is one thing, but
selling it using that Kwanyama label is another. Its implications are many and far-reaching.
Whether Hamutenya will be able to manage the fallout remains to be seen. In fact, it was
Hamutenya himself and his buddies who have tried to justify RDP as a “necessity” because
“Kwanyamas were being victimized” in SWAPO. (Von Wietersheim was fired in the early 1990s
as Minister of Minister of Agriculture by then President Sam Nujoma, after he had walked out of
Cabinet while Dr. Nujoma was chairing.)
At the beginning, Hamutenya really thought that his “Kwanyama story” was selling well and
attracting many people, especially in Ohangwena Region. He thus negotiated out former SWAPO
Party Councilor for Eenhana Constituency, Carlos Shinohamba, under the pretext that he would
be going to “school” in Canada. Shinohamba has long been linked to RDP as one of the hibernators.
The real reason, however, was a long-term political calculation – once Shinohamba resigned,
there would be a by-election, thus presenting such a rare opportunity for RDP to test itself in the
heart of the Oukwanyama Community, and launch its “long-march” to State House from there.
RDP had told people that it would “take” Eenhana Constituency away from SWAPO Party.
Sources said that Hamutenya had even a lengthy speech which he was poised to read at a
“victory parade” when the results were out. That opportunity never came his way. The outcome
of the Eenhana by-election was very devastating. RDP managed only to get 289, while SWAPO
Party got 4193 votes. There were just over 8000 registered voters in Eenhana, but only 4507
voted. Omuthiya was even worse.
But despite all those humiliating electoral defeats, Hamutenya still hopes his RDP will form the
next government! Of course there are several political parties that will take part in the elections,
some new, some old. But the biggest concentration so far has just been between SWAPO Party
and RDP, leaving other parties without much of the coverage. The media, especially the Eurocentric
media, has been giving Hamutenya’s RDP sunshine coverage, prompting some political observers to think and predict that RDP would make “inroads” in SWAPO Party traditional strongholds, a reference mainly to the northern regions, and reduce SWAPO Party’s two-thirds majority in the National Assembly.
Small wonder that last weekend’s RDP Electoral College was given such positive coverage,
especially by The Namibian, which published the whole list of RDP candidates on the list, while it
did not do the same with SWAPO Party Electoral College. In fact, SWAPO Party Electoral
College was tainted with so much negativity that it looked as if there were going to be fights and
quarrels. When nothing like that ever happened, the story died quietly. Of course, it is the right of
The Namibian to choose and publish the stories of its choice. And we respect that. Equally, Gwen
Lister, Editor of The Namibian, should also respect the rights of others to make similar choices.
Therefore, her objection to business persons in Oshikango making a donation to SWAPO
Party was misplaced and it speaks volumes about her professed respect for democracy and human rights. Who does she think she is to tell those business persons how to spend their money
whereas she does not allow others to tell her what stories to run and which ones to leave out? In
the greater scheme of national interest, the choice of her stories is sometimes inciting, to say the
least. But she publishes them in the name of press freedom.
In all these incidences, Gwen’s main objective has been to reduce or cause to reduce SWAPO
Party’s two-thirds majority in the National Assembly. That is why she has followed up any little
spark that points to a possible division in SWAPO Party with monotonous regularity. When
Sackaria Nghiwete, alias Ndjoba, formed SWAPO for Justice in May 1995, it was Lister’s paper
that jumped on that nonsensical story, claiming that “disillusioned SWAPO members form new
party.” She claimed that it marked “a formal split” in SWAPO since independence.
SWAPO for Justice’s Constitution was scribbled on blank papers with a pencil, yet Gwen took
Ndjoba seriously, calling him a “hero” who could publicly “take up issues” with SWAPO Party
leadership. When Ben Ulenga defected from SWAPO in 1998, Gwen notched up his step as
“victory for democracy,” claiming that it was “long overdue.” Despite the massive publicity The
Namibian had provided for these parties, however, they dismally failed.
Now she is trying Hamutenya’s RDP, giving him all the sunshine reporting and frog-marching
him to State House. Gwen only needs to look at RDP’s past performance and realize that
Hamutenya is now a terrified trapeze artist caught between the shadow of his shuttered dreams
and a future that is not so pleasing to look forward to. Hamutenya now sits on a high wire, turning
stonewalling and expediency into the stuff of a command performance. In politics, this nonsense
is called a dance of attrition. And Hamutenya should know better. No serious person enjoys
Hamutenya’s dance on the high wire anymore – except, of course, Gwen Lister. After all, she has
enjoyed all the political carcasses Namibia has produced since independence. Hamutenya will
simply join that list.
And after several months saying that he was not a hibernator, Mike Kavekotora is number 16
on RDP’s list! Just look at who was pushing for him at TransNamib and the story completes itself.
But the big question is: How come that all these hibernators ended up in key positions at various
State-Owned Enterprises? Was it really by accident or were these programmed plots designed to
implement Nyamu’s notes, as we have seen at TransNamib with that costly strike? Namibians,
wake up and see.

